
Artificial Things-Lucy Bennett 

Scene three is the final scene of 
Artificial Things. The undertone 
of the scene is about the 
characters coming to terms with 
life’s limitations - we all live 
within certain confinements, and 
we are subject to the gaze of ‘the 
other’. The characters acting out 
this sorrowful but peaceful scene 
are still constricted within a 
snow globe that signifies these 
ideas. Within the scene however, 
the characters find a resolution 
by coming together, and as the 

scene comes to a close, they 

surrender to the fact that we all 
have to live with individual 
regrets. 

For scene three Andy Higgs wanted to create a futuristic atmosphere 

acknowledging that time had passed and that the old ways had broken 

down. He used the whole of the piano both inside and out to create a 

cold, ambient sound. He also used the sound of the paper snow and 

incorporated other sound effects such as a distant rumble, wind and 

footsteps through snow. Elements of the song ‘The Sunshine of Your 

Smile’ were mixed into the atmosphere often sounding distorted or as if 
drifting in on the wind. The final section uses the full version of the song. 

Designed by Chahine 

Yavrovan. For much of the 

piece the lighting focuses in 

on one or two spots. It opens 

out in the middle, with a blue 

wash and warm and cool side 

lighting before closing down to 
another spot for the final solo. 

Designed by Anna Jones. The set is influenced by several paintings from 

the ‘Unknown Secrets’ collection by Goran Djurovic. It consists of a 

crudely painted heavy backdrop in which paint looks as if it is running 

down the canvas. In scenes one and two this is painted with brightly 

coloured strips, which are removed for scene three to create calmer 

visuals. This scene change signifies the change of mood. The vitrine is 

on its side with a snowdrift inside the cabinet. Paper snow is scattered 

on the ground in a diagonal from the vitrine to Laura who is downstage 

right. In front of the vitrine there are two stools and a headless suit on 
mannequin legs perched on a third stool. 

The dance floor is a light grey and around the edge is a wooden frame 

reflecting the colour, shape and restriction of the vitrine. This emphasises 

the fact that the audience is looking into the snow globe of artificial 
things. 

Designed by Anna Jones, the 

costumes are a wash of blue and 

green, merging with the 

backdrop. It looks as if paint is 

running from the garments, which 

is a reference to being stuck in 
one of the paintings by Djurovic. 
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Emancipation of Expressionism
Kenrick H20 Sandy 

The Music ‘Til Enda’ by Olafur
Arnalds, was a starting point.

The idea of emancipation of 
expressionism (hence the title) 
was also a starting point for the 
piece.

The importance of being free to 
express ourselves both as 

individuals and through Hip-Hop 
movements, is key to Kenrick’s 

initial ideas for this work

The final section –
EMPOWERMENT – was created 

prior to the other 3 sections.

Kenrick seeks to challenge the 
audience’s traditional idea of 
Hip-Hop Dance and Theatrical 

Dance

Kenrick wants the audience to 
witness and share the emotional 
journey throughout the piece, in 

order to appreciate Hip Hop as an 
art form

empowerment

Each section of the piece is a scene, a 
moment in life and the whole work is 

an emotional journey.

The theme of order and chaos runs 
throughout the piece and exists to 

highlight the restriction of individual 
Hip Hop style
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The costume is designed to represent 
the Company and is worm by both the 

men and women group. It is casual, 
styled to enhance the shape of the 
dancers and is intended to create a 

‘clean’ look.

An intensity of blue 
light from above the 

stage. Creating a wash 
of blue in the centre of 
the stage. The edges of 
the stage are not lit and 

this helps bring the 
focus inwards to the 

dancers in the middle.

In addition to 
the wash of 

lights, spotlights 
from above are 

used to 
highlight 

individuals……

…and groups, 
each with their 

own spotlight.

Blackouts are used 
for dramatic effect 
and create a 
distinction between 
sections and 
transitions


